What is Halsbury’s Laws of Canada?

Halsbury’s Laws of Canada is the definitive general reference to Canadian statutory and judicial law. It is a starting point for understanding any given legal topic and provides a description and explanation of every aspect of current Canadian law.

Quicklaw contains all the online volumes (sources) of the Halsbury’s Laws of Canada. These sources may be searched as a group or individually. Titles of the sources are arranged alphabetically to make it convenient to use and includes a drill-down hierarchical Table of Contents. Each title delivers a detailed narrative of a given subject area and provides straightforward answers to specific questions.

Features:

- Comprehensive summary that delivers the key elements of the law in each subject area ensuring that every significant aspect of the topic is adequately covered.
- Black letter statement of the law that provides definitive legal information focusing on the law as it stands today without opinion or commentary, and without archival case law or out-dated statutory references that don’t illuminate or add real value.
- National scope and jurisdiction-specific commentary that provides a complete and integrated analysis.
- Advanced research tools that present information in compact portions for easy navigation through the subject matter, yet detailed enough to show the larger context.
- Researchers may also perform full text searches.
- Glossary of Definitions.
- Caselaw references are hyperlinked to the full texts of the cases, case summaries and QuickCITE case citator records.

How to cite:

The 8th edition of the McGill guide provides an example for citing Halsbury’s. For additional information see section 6.5.2.2 of the McGill guide.

Example of a footnote for an online entry:

1Halsbury’s Laws of Canada (online), Business Corporations, at HBC-298 “Focus on Interests”.

Example of a bibliographic citation for an online entry:

Halsbury’s Laws of Canada (online), Business Corporations, at HBC-298 “Focus on Interests”.
Access Halsbury’s Laws of Canada:

1. On the LIBRARY home page, from the RESOURCES tab, select LEGISLATION AND CASES.

2. Select the Case Law & Legislation tab. From the Major Legal Databases box on the Case Law & Legislation page, select Quicklaw.

3. After logging on and accepting the Terms of Use, the LexisNexis Quicklaw home page appears. Halsbury’s Laws of Canada is in the My Bookshelf area of the home page.
Search Halsbury’s Laws of Canada

You can either search:

- Halsbury’s Laws of Canada as a group (all sources); or
- Individual sources of Halsbury’s Laws of Canada.

Search Halsbury’s Laws of Canada as a group (all sources):


The LexisNexis Quicklaw Search tab opens with the Commentary tab selected displaying the Search terms box.

Note: In the Sources box, Halsbury’s Laws of Canada is displayed.

2. In the Search terms box, enter your search term(s) and click Search.

For example, if you entered copyright as the search term and clicked Search, the following screen appears:

[Image of the search results page]
Search individual sources of Halsbury’s Laws of Canada:


   The LexisNexis Quicklaw Search tab opens with the Commentary selected displaying a list of all the sources contained within Halsbury’s Laws of Canada.

   ![LexisNexis Quicklaw Search Example](image)

2. To search within one of the sources listed, click the source you want to search.

   For example, if you clicked Halsbury’s Laws of Canada - Access to Information and Privacy (Power), the following screen appears:
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